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ABSTP~CT
A method is developed to account for sample size and environmental
effects of reactivity worth experiments - danger coefficients - in
heterogeneous zero power reactors. The method bases on aperturbation
expression of integral transport theory in the multigroup collision
probability formulation. The method accounts for space-dependent resonance
self-shielding.
A pile-oscillator element is described that only slightly perturbs
the slab geometry of the reactor. The experiments can therefore be inter-
preted with an one-dimensional model.
The inverse kinetics method is extended to account for periodically
moving fuel.
Theory and experimental equipment have been tested in aseries of
measurements in SNEAK- The theory and the results of the perturbation ex-
pression of diffusion theory are compared for these experiments.
KURZFASSUNG
Es wurde eine Methode entwickelt, die Probengrößen- und Urngebungs-
effekte bei Materialwertmessungen in heterogenen schnellen Reaktoren berück-
sichtigt. Die Methode basiert auf einem Störungsausdruck der integralen
Transporttheorie in der Stoßwahrscheinlichkeitenformulierung. Die Methode be-
rücksichtigt orts abhängige Resonanz-Selbstabschirmung.
Ein Pile-Oszillator-Element wird beschrieben, welches die Plattengeometrie
des Reaktors nur wenig stört. Die Experimente können deshalb mit einem ein-
dimensionalen Modell nachgerechnet werden. Die inverse kinetische Methode wurde
erweitert, um periodisch bewegten Brennstoff zu berücksichtigen. Theorie und
experimentelle Methode wurden in einer Reihe von Messungen in SNEAK getestet.
Die entwickelte Theorie und der Störungsausdruck der Diffusionstheorie werden
für die Experimente verglichen.
1•
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INTRODUCTION
Preface
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Fast reactors may become a major power source in the future. For the
layout and safety analysis of fast power reactors it is necessary to know
a number of parameters. These describe the neutron physical behaviour. The
critical mass, the enrichment of the fuel, the power distribution, the worth
of controlrods, the breeding gain, and the temperature coefficients are
the most iIllportant of these parameters.
The calculation of these quantities for fast reactors is generally
more difficult than for thermal reactors, the important reaction rates
occur over a larger energy range. The nuclear calculations require a
detailed knowledge of the cross sections in the energy range of 1 eV to 10 MeV.
Up to now there exist large uncertainties in these microscopic data,
especUily for the higher isotopes of the fertile and fissile materials but
in certain energy ranges also for the main constituents of the reactor.
Theseuncertainties 1n the nuclear data, and also those caused by simpli-
fying models, are still too large to calculate fast power reactors parameters with an
accuracy that is sufficient for the safety analysis and economical optimali-
sation. Integral experiments can diminish these uncertainties.
The calculational methods and the condensed nuclear data - so called
group constant sets - may be systematically tested and improved by the
measurement of integral parameters.
Zero power reacto~represent neutron physical models of future breeder
reactors. They work at lower power and, therefore, the problems associated with heat
removal and intense radiation do not exist. Their construction allows the
simulation of a large number of different compositions for future power
reactors. The zero power reactor SNEAK in Karlsruhe has been described in /1/.
Zero power reactors cannot exactly simulate the neutron physical behaviour
of future power reactors. It is believed, however, that in the case that
the calculational methods and data sets predict integral measurements in zero
power reactors sufficiently weIL they mayaiso predict these parameters in power
reactors with the required accuracy.
Reactivity worth measurements - also called danger coefficient measure-
ments - form one kind of integral measurements that are suited to diminish
the uncertainties in the safety analysis and economical optimalisation.
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These measurements are performed by measuring the variation in reactivity -
multiplication factor - after insertion of a sample. In the world's
first reactor, the Chicago Pile No. I (also a zero power reactor), these
measurements were performed to measure the absorption cross sections of dif-
ferent materials /2/.
Since then reactivity measurements in thermal reactors have become a
tool in material analysis. Homogeneity, purity, and burn up of samples are
determined by this method /3,4/.
Reactivity worth measurements in fast reactors may be classified as
foliows:
Technical Measurements
They are used in the layout and safety analysis of fast reactors.
- Coolant loss reactivity measurements
(These require a high accuracy because the coolant loss reactivity is
an important safety parameter and also influences the stability of the
reactor.)
- Determination of burn up effects
- Determination of the effectivity of absorbing materials for control
rods
- Determination of small layout variations, e.g. the effect of adding
steel.
Physical Measurements
These are performed to test calculational methods and nuclear data sets.
- Determination of the adjoint flux in the resonance region
(The adjoint flux (importance) can be measured by means of neutron
sources dm~ to 2 keV. A combination of reactivity and absolute
activation measurements of resonant absorbers will produce information
with respect to the adjoint flux in the resonance region. Mn has
been used for this purpose /5/.)
- Obtaining information on cross sections
(This will be the emphasis of this study.)
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The k ~f calculations of the future fast reactors should have an
er
accuracy of 0.5%, which is the uncertainty in ke f f caused by the
fabrication tolerances, enrichment of the fuel etc. With the present
methods and cross section sets the estimated accuracy in the calculations
is 2% /6/. This is mainly caused by errors in cross sections.
Tne cross section sets in use in Karlsruhe are based on the evaluation
of differential measurements /7/. The improvement of present modifications
is only minimal as far as k
e f f is concerned. In order to predict ke f f for
the designed prototype of the Na-cooled fast breeder that should become
critical in 1974 with the desired accuracy, integral measure~ents should be
used to improve the present cross section sets. This type of cross section
adjustment has been successfully used by Pendlebury and Rowlands in England
and Barre in France /8, 9, 10, 11/.
If a cross section set adjusted in this manner calculates correctly
a large variety of assemblies it may safely be assumed that the error made
in calculating unknmvn assemblies will not be too large. If errors caused
by the calculational methcr5 are off-set by cross section adjustments this
too will introduce no large errors for k ~f calculations as long as the
e~
difference between the calculated and the measured assemblies is not too
large. The more different integral measurements of sufficient accuracy are
available for corrections the more reliable the adjustments are.
Reactivity measurements of sampies are a means to obtain integral data
quickly compared to the time required to build an assembly. If the measurements
of the same materials are repeated with different spectra energy dependent
integral cross sections or cross section adjustments may be obtained /12/.
Inconsistencies between calculational and experimental methods for
sample reactivities or reaction rates cause false adjustments to be made.
These may cause false k
e f f predictions.
1.2 Qualitative Description of the Effects
In practivally all fast zero power reactors the composition of future
fast breeder reactors is simulated by platelets of fixed composition, e.g.
Pu02/U02, canned Na, steel etc. This results in heterogeneity effects. The
effect of heterogeneity in k
e f f is generally not too large. lYhat happens if
a sample is inserted in such a plate type reactor depends on the material of
the sample.
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An abs orb ing material wi th a high absorption cross seetion will abaorb
so many neutrons that the f1ux in the samp1e will be more or 1ess de-
pressed depending on the distance to the surface (se1f-shie1ding). The
reaction rate and thus the reactivity effect per gramme of the samp1e
will be sma11er for a thicker samp1e than for a very thin one.
- If the samp1e is a fissionab1e material, fission neutrons born in the
samp1e have a probability to cause another fission in the samp1e (se1f-
mu1tip1ication). The fission rate and the reactivity effect per gramme
will therefore be 1arger in a thicker samp1e than in a sma11 samp1e.
The reaction rate in a resonance material will main1y come from the
resonances - this is true if the f1ux in the resonance region is still
substantial as is the case in ceramic fue1ed fast reactors. The reaction
rate will therefore be 1ess if the f1ux is dep1eted in the resonances.
This is the case if the same material is in the neighbourhood of the
samp1e. Thus the reactivity effect per gramme of a samp1e will not on1y
depend on the thickness of a samp1e, but also whether or not the same
material is contained in the neighbouring platelets.
- The f1ux of neutrons that have co11ided with a scattering material
generally shows no strong energy dependency since the resonance width
is small compared with the average lethargy gain per collision. The
probability for absorption of these neutrons will therefore be higher
than for non-co11ided neutrons. The f1ux of the 1atter will show dips
in the resonances ,in the case that a resonance absorber is in the
neighbourhood of the samp1e.
A good theory must be ab1e to describe these effects.
1.3 Limitations of the Methods Present1y in Use
Perturbation theory as it is used is inadequate to describe these effects
/13/. For BIO with the 1arge absorption cross section it is c1ear that se1f-
shie1ding is of importance in 1arge samples. For resonance materials self-
shielding is of importance in the resonances. The se1f-shie1ding factors of
the perturbing cross sections shou1d 1ie between those of the core and of the
pure samp1e material, if the concept of Abagj an et a1. is used /14/. The exact
value is difficu1t to estimate since it depends on the thickness of the sample
and the composition of the environment.
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In /15/ E.A. Fischer describes a computer code that calculates by
means of collision probabilities correct self-shielding factors in the case
that the core can be treated as homogeneous. This code takes also into
account self-shielding, self-multiplication, and multiple scattering in the
sample. Since Fischer treates the reactor as homogeneous no account is taken
of the differences in depletion of the impinging flux by the resonances
when the same material as the sample is in close vicinity.
In Argonne a groupwise correction for self-shielding by means of
collision probabilities is made in the evaluation of reactivity measurements
of samples /16/. Since the groups are wide compared to the resonance width,
for resonance materials no improvement is made by this method. To obtain a
good correction the group width should be small compared to the resonance
width, and then the flux fine structure of the impinging flux should be known.
TIle elaboratemethod of P.E. McGrath and W.K. Foell will, for the same
reason give no improvement /17/. They tao use broad groups.
The computer codes Rabble and Rabid developed by Kier and others in
Argonne can correctly describe this phenomena /18/. The codes are based on
integral transport theory for a number of zones and the group width is
small compared to the average lethargy ga in per collision, so space dependent
self-shielding is accounted for. The codes use. however, so much computer
time that they are not even used for routine heterogeneity calculations /19/.
It is therefore unlikely that they can be used for routine reactivity
calculations for samples. This type of code is not yet available in Karlsruhe.
1.4 Aim of and Means for this Study
Tbe discrepancies between theory and experiments for reactivity worth
measurements have been large. Generally it is now agreed not to use these
measurements for the improvement of cross section sets /20/.
For a nurnber of cross sections, e.g. those of the higher isotopes of
plutonium and of the structural materials these measurements are the only
integral test possible with zero power reactors.
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TIle aim of this study, the results of which are presented here, was to
improve the experimental methods and the theory in such a way that the re-
maining discrepancies between theory and experiment are caused by errors in
the cross section sets only.
We discussed already the irnportant effects on the reactivity worth of
a sample. A perturbation expression of integral transport theory as described
by E.A. Fischer /21/ seemed apt to calculate these heterogeneity effects
correctly. But the averaging process to obtain reaction rates for space
dependent resonance self-shielding would be extremely time consuming. A special
data compilation would be necessary. TIlerefore this method would be of no value
to test data sets for standard reactor calculations. The ZERA code of D. Wintzer
/22/ corrects the reaction rates for the homogenized medium, as calculated by
standard methods, for the space dependent resonance self-shielding. This code
is not suited for sample calculations because a homogeneous case cannot
easily be defined for these calculations. A number of modifications had to be
made to remove this limitation and to adapt the code to the perturbation ex-
pression.
The computer code REAC (Reactivity ~alculation) that incorporates the
modified ZERA code solves the perturbation expression.
Thus reactivity worth measurements of samples can be calculated by
integral transport theory including the effect of space dependent resonance
se lf-shie l.di.n g,
In this study a different approach has been developed for the calculation
of reaction rates. It does not have the inconsistencies still present in the
modified ZERA code and it is better suited for the perturbation expression
of integral transport theory.
The large discrepancies between theory and experiments may partly be
explained by the fact that large sampies were used and evaluated with per-
turbation theory for diffusion calculations. Perturbation theory 1S valid
for very small samples only. Small samples should be preferred even if better
calculationsal methods are used, because the interpretation is easier.
In order to enable the calculation of environmental effects, a simple
geometry should be chosen. TIle normal loading pattern of SNEAK is in slab
geometry. The mechanism to bring the sampie 1n and out of the reactor - the
pile oscillator - has been constructed anew so that this slab geometry is
practically only perturbed by the sample itself.
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Thus the pile oscillator is loaded with the normal pattern of the reactor.
It is moved periodically in order to eliminate linear drift of the reactor.
Periodically moving fuel gives a pseudo reactivity effect if the
reactivity is calculated from the variation of the flux by the inverse
kinetics method of Carpenter /23/. A theory has been developed to correct
for this effect. The computer programme KINEMAT is based on this theory.
The interpretation of the experimental results has not yet been
formalized. However, a scheme is proposed to obtain improved cross section
sets from the experimental reactivity worth experiments.
2. THEORY
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In this chapter a method for the calculation of collision and reaction
probabilities is developed taking into account the effect of space-dependent
resonance self-shielding. A perturbation expression for the integral
transport theory is derived in the collision probability formulation. The
perturbation expression will be so formulated that it can be compared to the
perturbation expression of diffusion theory. The latter is the standard
method for sample reactivity calculations. The differences of the two ex-
pressions will be discussed.
A formulation of transport theory has been chosen, because diffusion
theory is in error for strongly absorbing media.
2.1 Reaction Probabilities
The reaction rate R (E,r) in a point r of areaction of the type x -
x
e.g. fission capture, scattering - indueed by neutrons with the energy E
can be expressed by the source distribution in the whole reactor /12/. We can
write the reaction rate in the following multigroup formulation if we assume
that the sources are isotropie and only a slowly varying funetion of energy -
narrow resonanee approximation /25/.
R . (r) = J d V' S. (r) < P (E , r ' »r) >.
X1 V 1 X 1 (2.1)
R • (r)
X1
V
is the reaction rate of areaction of the type x at the point
r of neutrons with the energy of the group i
is the volume of the reaetor
S. (r' )
1
< >.
1
18 the scurce density of neutrons wi tl1 the energy of the gr oup
i at the point r'
denotes the averaging over the energies of the group 1
R.-+.(r)
1 J
1::
x
is the moderation rate. It is the rate at whieh neutrons of
the energies of the group i are scattered down to the energies
of the group j
. e-l(E)
= Lx (E,r) 2 is the reaetion probability
411' Ir'-rl
It is the probability that a neutron of the energy E starting
isotropically at r' will make areaction of the type x at r
is the macroscopic cross section for the reaction x
l(E) =
r
[ dr" Lt (E,r") I
r'
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is the number of mean free paths
is the total macroscopic cross section
In a homogeneous medium
(2.2)
No averaging of the reaction probabi1ities is needed if the variations of
the macroscopic cross sections with energy in a group are sma11 enough. In
the resonance region this requires a sma11 group width compared to the
resonance width. It wou1d mean that over the energy range of ceramic fue1ed
reactors more than 10 000 groups are needed. This 1arge number is at the
moment not feasible.
The reaction probability is a function of geometry and macroscopic
cross sections and on1y imp1icitly of energy. It is, however, a function
of the toa1 macrosopic cross sections of all the media between r' and r.
The macroscopic cross section is given by
y
I
y=1
(2.3)
m denotes the medium
y denotes the isotope
Y is the number of isotopes
Nym is the concentration of the isotope y in the medium m
oy is the macros~opic cross section of the isotope y for the reaction x.
x
Each medium may have a different composition and therefore a different
total macroscopic cross section as function of energy. The situation is
simplified if we assume no resonance overlap. The cross sections of the other
isotopes will be a constant funct~on of energy in those energy ranges where
one isotope has aresonance.
This assumption is certain1y not correct. The resonance self-shielding
is, however, as Bondarenko noted in /14/ a comparative1y weak function of
the sum of total cross section of the other elements, so that the error made
in using the potential cross section of the other isotopes as background
cross sections will be smal1.
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Codd and Collins discuss in /26/ the effect of overlap of U238 snd
Pu239 resonances and found that for Pu239 capture and fission the inter-
action with U238 resonances might be significant. This effect can be
accounted for by an extension of the method described below, but this extension
will not be given here.
We define now the equivalent background cross section oym for a certain
o
isotope y in a medium m
ym
o
o
1
=--
Nym
y
I
z=l
zfy
Nzm z• 0 "
t
(2.4)
The equivalent background cross section is independent of energy within
a group in those ranges where the isotope y has aresonance. We approximate
the total cross section of this isotope by a histogram. We add the width of
steps of the same height together and divide by the width of the group. Thus
we obtain the relative width ~ for steps of the height o~k of the total
cross section of the isotope y. We average the cross section for the reaction
x over the steps of the same height of the total cross section. Resonance
isotopes have generally a large number of resonances in each group. This
procedure greatly reduces,therefore,the number of points to be calculated
to obtain correct values for the reaction probabilities. We may do this
because steps of the same height and the same width of different energies
in a group give the same contribution to the reaction probabilities. This is
the case for our assumptions of constant sources as function of energy in
a group - narrow resonance approximation - and no overlap of resonances of
different isotopes.
The contribution of the resonances of the isotope y to the reaction
probability can now be given as the sum of the contributions of the different
steps.
The contribution of the non-resonant - background - cross section to
the reaction probability must be split into two terms.
The first is the contribution of those energy ranges where the other
isotopes in the mixture do not have resonances.
The attenuation will be larger at energies where another isotope has
aresonance. It is the same as that for neutrons that react with the
resonance of that other isotope.
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We defined the reaction probability as the probability that a neutron
starting at r' with the energy of thegroup i makes areaction of the type
x at r.
Thus the reaction probabilities can be given by
y K
_l~k
yk yk l.P .(r'~r) INYI e += et. a .Xl. l. Xl. 2y=1 k=2 41Tlr'-rl
y y 1<
_l~1
zk) yl l.+ INY(l- I I e + (2.6)et. a . 2y=1 z=1 k=1 l. Xl. 41Tlr'-rl
y y K
_l~k
zk yl l.LNY I I e+ et. a .
41T 1r'-rI 2y=1 z=1 k=1 l. Xl. I .Zff
where
y
K
yk
a
lr'-rj
yl
o
X
the number of isotopes
the number of the different steps
the relative width of the step k of the isotope y
the average cross section for the reaction x of the step k of
the isotope y in barns
the distance between the source and the point considered, in cm
the background cross section of the isotope y for the reaction x
in barns
the optical path between r' and r
the concentration ofy in the ~. • 1()24 I 3mealum m :Ln._ atems, ern
a~~ the height of the total cross section of the step k in barns
a
ym the equivalent background cross section in the med~um m in barns
o
We introduce the reaction probability that a neutron from one zone n
makes areaction of type x in another zone m, assuming that the compositions
of the media and the sources are zonewise constant.
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Then
pn~ = f dV r dV' P .(r'-+r)Xl. " Xl.V V
m n
y K yk yka. cr.
yk aYL L l. Xl. • pnm= (cr.+ .) +
y=1 k=2 crY~+cry~ Xl. Ol.t.l. Ol.
Y Y K yl
zk) cr . (cry ~ +cry . )+ L (1- L L Xl. pnma.
cry ~+(1Y~y=1 z=1 k=1 l. Xl. Ol.tl. oa
Y y K yl
zk (1 . zk y+ L L L Xl. pnma. zk zm (o .+cr .)1- Xl. Ol.y=1 z=1 k=1 cr .+cr .
z+y t:l. Ol.
(2.6a)
pnm are the collision probabilities: the probability that a neutron
starting in the zone n will make its first collision in the zone
m. They are a function of the total macroscopic cross sections
of all the zones between m and n; m and n included
Algorithmes to calculate collision probabilities have been published
for two dimensions in /27/, for cylindrical geometry in /28, 29/, and for
slab geometry in /30/.
A discuss ion of Wintzer' s method to calculate reaction probabi Li t i.es is
given in the Appendix 2.
The relative widths and the average cross sections can be derived from
differential data. This results in a special data set. The data sets as they
are in use now, however, must be usable for sample reactivity calculations.
Only in that case can reactivitiy measurementsbe used for the testing of these
cross section sets.
The data sets in current use in Karlsruhe use, with a few exceptions,
the scheme as proposed by Bondarenko in /14/ for the self-shielding. In this
scheme effective resonance self-shielded cross sections are tabulated as
a function of the effective background cross section.
It is possible to derive the relative width and the average cross
sections from the data in the Bondarenko scheme.
We consider an infinite homogeneous reactor consisting of a single
resonance isotope y and a diluent with a constant unit source.
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The reaction rate of the type x in the isotope y in our scheme is given
by
K
= J dV I
V k=1
yk yk
Q. cr.
~ x~
(2.7)
we get then
K
I
k=1
ykQ.
~
yk
cr .
x~ (2.8)
The reaction rate of the type x in the isotope y in the Bondarenko
scheme is given by
(2.9)
crY (o )
x 0
oY (0 )+cr
t 0 0
RY• =-----
x~
where
the effective cross section for the reaction x with the effective
background cross section 0 •
o
We choose the cross section oYk ~n the range between the potential crossL
section and the maximum resonance cross section. We require that for a
given number of effective background cross sections the reaction rate as
calculated by our scheme and calculated by the Bondarenko scheme are the same.
We choose the number of these points to be the same as the numberof the
steps k.
The relative widths Q~k are then determined by the equations
~
cr~i (00) K ykRY. (0
0) l yk
crti (2.10)+)= = Q.t~ o~i (oo)+cro ~ ykk=1 °ti+ooi
The average cross sections by
cr~i(oo) K ykyk cr .RY. (0
0) l x~ (2. 1J)= = Q.x~ cr~i(cro)+oo k=1 ~ crY~+ot~ 0
The accuracy for other values of the effective background cross sections is
thus determined by the number of steps k. The computer time necessary to
R(o ) =
o
+)The quantity ark.o~k is then a stepwise
transform of the collision density /31/
""J Ql (0 t ) cr t
o +0 dO t
o t 0
approximation of the inverse Stieltjes
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calculate the reaction probabilities is also largely dependent on the number
of steps. No gain in accuracy is, however, obtained by increasing the number
of steps over say 10. The effective cross sections are given for 7 values of
the effective background cross sections. For other values an interpolation
formula is given. This formula is not too accurate.
The theory developed here allows the correction of the reaction rates
for the space-dependent self-shielding. Thus correction factors for hetero-
geneity can be given as required by the extension of the Bondarenko scheme
by Bitelli /32/. It is however not in the scope of this study to discuss the
accuracy and limitations of this extended scheme.
2.2 The Perturbation Expression
The perturbation expression of integral transport theory is according
to E.A. Fischer in /24/ given by Eq. 2.16. In the next paragraph its deri-
vation is outlined.
The group sources in a reactor where the spontaneous source can be
neglected are given by the fraction X. of the fission neutrons that are
~
born in the group times the average number of fission neutrons per fissio~v,
times the fission rate plus the moderation rate in that group.
Thus we get
S. (r)
~
G i-I
= xi 2 v Rf j + 2j=1 j=1 R. •J~~ (2.12)
G is the number of groups
For a critical I reactor, we can express the reaction rates through the
sources with Eq. 2.1 and obtain theintegral transport equation in the collision
probability formulation
M G i-I
S~ J S. (r)dV 2 {x. I nm n I p~m. S~}= = v Pf' s.+~ V ~ m=1 i. j =1 J J j =1 J~l. J
n
M is the number of zones
(2. 13)
The adjoint equation is
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(2. 14)s+n =
M G G\ \ +m nm \
L {L Xi Si v P f i + L
m=l j=J ... ... j=i
The adjoint source s:(r) can be interpreted as the probability that a
1.
neutron starting in n with the energy of the group i will eventually produce
a fission neutron.
We assume that there are small perturbations oP . in the reaction
X1.
probabilities
and that the effect of these oP .(r~r') is compensated by a change ov in v.
X1.
Then we obtain by standard manipulations the following expression for the
reactivity effect of the perturbation
(2. 16)
where
M
F = L
n=J
M
L LLx. So+m v P~~ S~
1 • • 1. -J Jm= 1. J
is the normalisation integral
are the sources in the perturbed reactor
are the adjoint sources in the unperturbed reactor
This expression is rigorous except for the approximation of isotropie
scattering, the narrow resonance approximation, and the condition of no over-
lap of resonances of different isotopes.
In the appendix and in /29/ a more detailed derivation is given.
In order to compare this equation with the standard perturbation
equation of diffusion theory we discuss the following problem: The unper-
turbed case is the reactor with the sample in the in position. The perturbed
case is the reactor with the sample in the out position. Leackage is
accounted for by introducing a black absorber as outmost zone. We assume
that the sources are only slightly perturbed except those of the sample
position. This zone is the zone no. I.
The neutrons that would have collided in the sample now collide in one
of the core zones, since each source neutron must collide somewhere.
o p~1 S~ +
1. 1.
G
Lj=i
o pt; I. s~
1.+J 1.
M G
= - L {o pn~ S~ i- L 0 pt;m. sr.;}
m=2 aa 1. j =i 1. J 1.
(2. 17)
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P
a
is the reaction probability for absorption, i.e. capture plus fission
(2. 18)
'\ +m nm n{/..x. S . oPf'S'jJJ 1.1.
fission neutron when
M H
I L
s;C n=2 m=2=1. Df N N
I L
n=2 m=2
We may now define the probability to produce eventua11y an extra fission
neutron for these neutrons S;C as the average probability to produce a1.
they do not co11ide with the samp1e
G
'\ +m nm n
+ t: S. oP. . S. }
. . J 1.-+J 1.J=1
The perturbation equation 2.16 may be sp1it into two parts. The first is the
reactivity Los s of the neutrons that would have co l l i ded wi th the samp1e.
The second term is the reactivity gained by these neutrons in the rest of the
core. This second term may be expressed using the definition of the core
adjoint in noting that the denominator of (2.18) may be simplified by Eq. 2.17
and in making U5e of the fact that in the perturbed case the source of
zone one is zero(void)
G{ I
j =1
M
I
n=2
M
I
n=2
o pr; I. s! +1.-+1. 1.
G
Ij=i+l
M
I
n=2
We will now discuss the different terms. We note first that we called the
reactor with the sample"in"the unperturbed case. We now revise this by
changing the sign of the reactivity change
ov
=~ ~ {A. + B. + C. + D.} (2.20)v 1. 1. 1. 1.1.
where
+1 N pn lA. = ~ x· s. L 0 Sn is the reactivity gain caused by the fissions1. J J fi 1 in the samp1eJ n=2
The effect of se1f-multip1ication is taken account of by the prob ability to
d f . . S+1 Tb • b b i 1. . 1 1 d f hpro uce a 1.5S1.0n neutron .• 1.S pro a 1. 1.ty 1.S ca cu ate anew or eac
J
samp1e.
B. = _S;C1. 1.
M
L
n=2
is the reactivity 10ss caused by the absorptions in the samp1e~
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M
I
n=2
is the difference in reactivity caused by neutrons that are scattered in
the sample without being transferred to the next group.
The difference in the probability to produce a fission neutron is due
to the fact that the neutrons that collide in the sample have a higher
probability to be absorbed in the resonances of the sample and the core than
non-collided neutrons. The flux of the latter shows dips at the energies of
the resonances. After a collision these dips are filled up. The probability
of being absorbed is especially large for those neutrons that have the
energy of aresonance.
For U238 this effect is of importance. U238is a resonance absorber and
one would expect a strong sample size effect. The elastic scattering in a
U238 sample makes the effect smaller. The flux depression in the sample is
partly filled up with elastically moderated neutrons. These neutrons ,therefore,
have a high probability of being captured in the sample. This probability in-
creases with increasing thicknes~.
D. =
1
G
Ij=i+l
M
L
n=2
is the difference in reactivity caused by the moderation of the neutrons in
the s amp Ie ,
N
= I
n=2
is the total reaction rate in the sarnple of neutrons that come directly from
the core.
In the standard perturbation theory this reaction rate is given by the
cross section of the sampie times the flux integrated over the sample. We
define now an effective cross section
where
4>.
1
the unperturbed flux of the diffusion theory
the volume of the sample
Eq. 2.20 can than be written
0\1
\I
/:,v
=-F
G
L
i=1
G{ L
j =1
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(2.21 )
This equation is similar to the standard multigroup perturbation equation
0\1 /:,V G G G
=-F L {I x. 4>: 0 ~f1' 4>. - 4>: 0 z . 4>. + I
\I J J 1 1 a1 1i=1 j=1 j=i+1
+ +(4).-4>.) 0 L . 4>.}J 1 l-+-J 1
(2.22 )
The difference to the standard perturbation theory can be sumarized as follows:
The effective cross sections account for space-dependent self-shielding
in the sample.
+cThe adjoint of the core Stakes account of the resonance structure of
the probability to cause a fission. The adjoint of the core will be
different for different samples depending on whether the neutrons that
collide in the sample come mainly from the resonances or not. Thus the
core adjoint for U238 will be ·lower than for BIO because the neutrons
that collide with U238 stem mainly from the resonance energies of U238
and would have part ly been captured anyway whereas for BIO i t is a
smooth average over energy.
The difference in adjoint for neutrons in the core and in the sample.
The theory developed here gives us an understanding of the effects and
enables us, to take space-dependent resonance self-shielding in the calculation
of the reactivity effects of small samples into account.
The Eq. 2.13 and 2.14 plus the Eq. 2.19 have been progzammed an FORTF_A.N II
for the IBM 7074. For the calculation of reaction probabilities a modification
of the ZERA code 130/ is used. The application of this theory to experiments
will be discussed later on in this paper.
3.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND EQUIPNENT
We will discuss now the equipment and the methods used to make high
precision reactivity experiments that can be easily interpreted.
3.1 The Pile-Oscillator
In practically all fast zero power reactors the sampie reactivity
measurements are performed in such a way that the normal lattice is strongly
perturbed. About 3 mm steel was introduced in the direct environment of the
samples by the oscillator element and its guiding tube in SNEAK /1/. This
element moves the sample into and out of the reactor. The steel influences
the measured reactivity effect of U238 by about; 10% /34/. The platelets
by which the reactor compositions are simulated had a different orientation
in the vicinity of the sample than elsewhere where they laid horizontally.
The calculations should be made with a three-rlimensional model in order
to represent closely the complicated geometry of the experiment.
As to simplify the geometry we have developed a special vertical pile
oscillator element (Fig. 1) that uses an existing pneumatic drive. It
consists of a square tube 47'47 mm2 with mm wall thickness and moves in
a guide tube of the same thickness. In the upper half 0.5 mm thick 5S bridges
have been welded in the oscillator tube at distances of 50 mm. Between the
bridges and in the lower half platelets can be introduced. In the upper half
they can easily be exhanged because the SS bridges subdivide the oscillator
tube in small compartments.
The main feature of the set up is that the platelts lie so that in
general the slab geometry of the core is not perturbed. The bridges and
boxes that contain the platelets have been designed in such a way that they
come in Heu of the 55 platelets that; form part of the lattices. The only
larger perturbations of the core are formed by the guiding tube and the
sample. It is, however, a good approximation for thin samples to describe the
geometry with an one-dimensional model.
The oscillating element is connected to the piston of a driving
mechanism actuated by compressed air. The stroke of the oscillator is
80 cm so that the sample can be moved from the centre of the core to a
position outside the blanket. The transient time between both positions
is three seconds such that the reactivity approximately is changed in a
square wave manner with aperiod of 120 sec.
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3.1 Reactivity Determination
An existing linear flux measuring channel is used to measure the
variation in the flux. As detector a large BF3 chamber is positioned
at the outer edge of the reactor blanket of depleted uranium. The ion
chamber is surrounded with polyethylene plates in order to raise its
sensitivity to a high enough value that the detection noise in the chamber
is smaller than the fluctuations caused by reactor noise. In this way
the theoretical precision limit of measured reactivity that can be
reached at a certain reactor power within a certain length of time is
closely approached. The amplifier uses voltage dependent capacitors in
its input. Zero drift is negligible, and the overall linearity was measured
to be within 0.03%.
In order to allow digital treatment of the flux da ta the output
voltages of the amplifiers are digitized by voltage to frequency converters.
The output pulses of these ADels are counted during a certain time interval.
The DDP. 124 computor a l Lows on-line calculation and plotting o f reactivity
with a digital plotter even with the extended version of inverse kinetics
calculation of reactivity that is described briefly below.
The utilisation of the inverse kientics method offers for oscillating
measurements over Fourier analysis the advantage that each dat a point is
treated separately, so that false counts (e.g.zero) can easily be detected
and, sencondly, that a drift correction can be made separately for each
period. Transients, e.g. when a sample traverses the reactor core, are
treated correctly by the program and do not influence the computed reactivities
of the "in" and the "out" position.
Several extensions have been made to the program that solves the inverse
kinetics equations.
It is necessary to fill the pile oscillator with core material in the
vicinity of the sample if one does not want to perturb the slab geometry
of the reactor. In order to avoid large reactivity transients during sample
traverses the oscillator should be filled completely with the same material.
Not only fissionable material, but also the delayed neutron precursors that
have been built up in it are moved with the drawer to locations with
different importance. This effect is not treated by the point kinetics
equations; they have therefore been extended in such a way that this effect
is taken into account. The point kinetics equations can be used for the
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description of a multizone reactor if one gives the variables effective
va1ues which are composed of the variables of separate reactor zones by
weighting them with the adjoint f1uxes in these zones (see appendix).
Conditionsfor the app1icabi1ity of extended point kinetics is that the fission
rate distribution remains constant, which is the case when a homogeneous
drawer moves. In a zone where fue1 moves the change of the precursor
concentration is given by production minus decay plus net transport
dC.
1
dt
= ß. k(t)
1
n f t.)
1
~ ~ ~ ~(VC.(t,r), v(t,r» - A.C.(,r),
111
in which ~ = the velocity of the fue1, : = position.
This is taken into account for the channe1 through which the pile oscil-
1ator moves in the KINEMAT code. The channe1 is divided in a number of zones,
and the precursor concentrations are ca1culated for each counting interval.
With this computation the initial drift of the reactivity steps that is shown
in Fig.2 disappears.
It is now meaningful to calculate the standard deviation of each step
in order to determine the influence of reactor statistics. Large differences
in standard deviations of consecutive steps are an indication of gross
deviations in count rates, e.g. caused by electronic failures or punching
faults. The occurance of false count rates is serious, since they inf1uence
the reactivity computation at 1ater times. In order to eliminate such faults
an optional routine has been added to the program that e1iminates those
count rates that deviate more than two times the standard deviation from the
five previous values or do not lie either be10w the maximum or above the
minimum of 5 following countrates. A countrate that is considered as fa1se
by these criteria is rep1aced by the average of the previous and the following
values. This routine can on1y be applied when no reactivity peaks of short
duration occur. Optional1y the computer program can plot all reactivity values
with a digital plotter.
All measured sample worths are corrected for linear reactor drift by
averaging the reference positions before and after the I!samp1e-in" position.
The actual dirft of the "sample-out" reference positions is also tested for
1inearity, and nonlinear dirft contributions are taken into account as
additional terms in the error calculation. This KINEMAT code is now in routine
use and works to complete satisfaction /35/.
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3.3 The Effect ef Uncertainties in the Delayed Neutren Parameters
on the Reactivity as Calculated by the Inverse Kinetics Method
The reactivity as calculated with the inverse kinetics method is given
in dollar. One dollar is the effective fraction of delayed neutrons. Errors
are introduced by the uncertainties in the fractions of the different
groups of delayed neutrons and in the half lives of the precursor nuclei.
These errors have been studied by first solving the in-hour equation /24/ for
a certain reactivity step. This gave the flux a function of time. Then the
reactivity was calculated by the inverse kinetics method with somewhat
changed kinetic parameters. The differences between the input reactivity
and the calculated reactivity was small.
3.4 Experimental Determination of the Ratio of the Effective
Delayed Neutron Fraction and the Normalisation Integral
The effective fraction of delayed neutrons ß and the nOrIDalisatiön
integral F of the Eq.2.16should be known in order to compare measurements
and calculations. They are both determined by the properties of the whole
reactor. Specially in Pu fueled reactors ß is markedly influenced by the
fissions in U238. Fissions in the blanket should be taken into account also.
In a radial one-dimensional calculation in cylinder geometry only the radial
blanket is taken into account; in spherical geometry a cylindrical reactor
is not weIl represented either. One-dimensional ß and F calculations as
they are presently made are therefore too inaccurate.
A possibility to overcome this is to normalize the calculated
reactivity worths with the reactivity worth of a weIl known isotop, e.g.
U235. Then, however, errors in the cross section of this isotop can not
be detected and they will erroneously be attributed to other isotopes.
A different possibility is a combination of fission rate measurements
and an effective source determination of a calibrated source with a spectrum
similar to that of fission neutrons. The exact formula for this method is
derived in the appendix.
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3.5 Interpretation of the Resu1ts
Theory and experimental methods have been modified in this study so that
the model for the ca1cu1ations c10se1y represents the experimental situation.
We assume therefore that discrepancies between theory and experiments may be
attributed to cross section errors on1y.
It is, however, not obvious how much the cross sections shou1d be
altered to improve the agreement between experiments and calculations. Changes
in cross sections of core materials will necessari1y alter the spectrum and
the adjoint spectrum and thus all reactivity ca1culations should be repeated.
It is much better to make the ca1culations with experimental spectra
and adjoint spectra. The spectrum can be measured with proton recoil and
sandwich measurements. The adjoint spectrum can be measured with neutron
sources and with a combination of reactivity measurements and absolute activation
measurements. The last method must still be deve Iopad to be practical.
With proton recoil and the neutron source measurements no local fine
structure of spectra and adjoint spectra can be measured. The accuracy of
the sandwich foil technique and the activation technique is much sma1ler than
that of the material worth measurements. So that this method is not practical
either.
A somewhat different approach can be fol1owed if a simplified model
is used. This may be a homogeneous zero~dimensional mu1tigroup calcu1ation.
From a correct calculation with a guessed cross section set in which space-
dependent se1f-shie1ding is accounted for correction factors may be obtained
for the reaction rates in the model. In the same way correction factors may
be obtained for the samp1e reactivity calculations.
The cross sections may then be varied unti1 the ca1cu1ated results
of the model and the experimental resu1ts agree within the error limits. The
samp1e reactivity ca1cu1ations can then be made with the extended method
and the new cross section set. If necessary this procedure may be repeated.
It is expected, however, that the correction factors in a mu1tigroup
representation depend on1y in second order on the cross sections used.
4. EXPERIMENTS
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The first series of experiments that were performed as described in
this study were done in the assembly SNEAK-5C. This assembly is extensively
described in /36/. It was built to determine the capture to fission rate
of Pu239. The median fission energy was 500 eV. The main constituents were
graphite, natural uranium and plutonium.
The assembly was very heterogeneous. The optical thickness of the
graphite was 1 1/2 mean free pathes. The heterogeneity correction in
k was 7% in k ,
ee
It was,however, an ideal assembly to test the methods developed because
of the soft spectrum and the large heterogeneity.
The measurements were made at two positions in the lattice (see fig. 3)
to study environmental effects. Special attention was paid to sample size
effects.
The standard deviation of the measurements reached the theoretical
lower limit as calculated by Cohn /37/, where only statistical fluctuations
of the neutron population in the reactor are considered ("r eactor noise").
The raproducibility of the measurements was inside the range given by the
standard deviation of each measurement. The standard deviation of the ex-
periments is 10 u~. This is equivalent with the worth of 25 mg Pu239 or
400 mg U238.
4.1 Interpretation of the Experimental Results
The results of the measurements - 1n so far as they are important for
our s trudy - are given in the Figures 4 and 5 and an the Iable I , The values
are given in u~/g and have been corrected for the other isotopes present
in the sample by measured values mr these isotopes.
The neutron spectrum at the position 1 has no resonance structure.
The neutrons, that collide with the sample made their last collision in
graphite and none have been filtered out by resonance isotopes. The sample
size effect for U238 is very pronounced. The effect is caused by the resonance
self-shielding in the sample itself (Fig. 6).
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The neutron spectrum at the position 2 has a pronounced resonance
structure. Neutrons with energies of U238 and part1y of Pu239 have been filtered
out by these isotopesthat are adjacent to this position. The neutrons from
non-resonance energieswill therefore give the main contribution to the
reactivity effect of U238. Part of the effect comes from the elastic
scattering of neutrons by the samp1e from non resonant energies to energies
of U238 resonances by which they are cap'tured , The samp1e size effect is thus
not large.
The sampie size effect of Pu239 in the graphite is much less than that
of U238. The samples consist of Pu02 and Fe in the form of pellets. The
diluents oxygen and iron give an equiva1ent background cross section of
approximately 10 barns. The self-shielding effects are for this background
cross section much 1ess pronounced than for the pure material. The range
covered by the measurements is also smaller than that covered by the U238
measurements.
The spectrum at the position 2 has only a weak resonance structure
caused by Pu239 resonances - though U238 resonances introduce a pronounced
resonance structure - we have plutonium only on one side of the sample, so
that on1y these neutrons contribute to the resonance structure of the spectrum.
The plutonium is present in a mixture of U02 and Pu02 and the equivalent
background cross section is 100 barns, so that the self-shie1ding is not too
large.
The major difference of the positions 1 and 2 with regard to the reacti-
vity effect of Pu239 i5 the spectrum. This is at the position 1 softer than
at the position 2 (Fig. 8). The reactivity effect is larger at the position
because the fission cross section of Pu239 increases at lower energies.
The difference in thereactivity effect of Fe203 (a scatterer) is mainly
caused by the heterogeneity effect (Fig. 7). We noted before that neutrons
with the energies of U238 resonances have been filtered out of the spectrum
at position 2. A number ofneutrons are scattered down to these energies by
the sample. They have therea higher probability for absorption than before
they col1ided with the sample. This is the effect described by C in the
equation (2.20).
The pronounced differences for Pu240 at the two positions are caused by
the differences in the spectrum.+)
+)It is probably the first time that the reactivity effect of a pure Pu240
sample has been measured in a fast zero power reactor.
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4.2 Comparison of the Theories
Aseries of calculations has been made with the SNEAK data set /38/
to test the different theories. These were the standard perturbation
theory (P) /13/, the theory of E.A. Fischer (F) /15/,and the perturbation
theory of integral transport theory with the ZERA code for the calculation
of space-dependent resonance self-shielded reaction probabilities (O).
The reactor is homogenized in the first and second theory; the plate structure
is taken into account in the third treatment. The experimental results for
different thicknesses and several isotopes at the two positions and the
ratio of the calculated and experimental worths are given in the Table 1.
j i ! I \
i 1 ~ I I11J238 60 i 1 -37.7+0.4 0.97 , 0.93 1. 16j I, I - f. ;, ! I1 60 2 -24.4+0.2 1.49 1.44 i 1.261 I I1 - I• I I1 !! I 5 1 1 -86. +3. 0.43 0.49 0.80i ! t- ~ !.I I fI ,~ 5 ! 2 -25. +3. 1.42 1.63 ! 1.22 ;
I
, ,
! , - I I !I II I
FU239 I 5 1 443. +5. 0.98 I 1.0 ] 1.09
\
- I I5 I 2 390. +5. I. 13 1.15 I. 19I I - I I !!PU240 , I I3 I 1 -170. +5. 1.30 I I. 16 1.44I
- I ! I~ I i, 3 2 -104. +5. 2. ]3 I I. 93 1.77
..
I I i! - I Ii! 3 1 -22. +5. 0.68 I 0.55 I! - 1I ,I 3 2 -50. +5. 0.30 0.52 ,-
I IIU235 I 3 1 435. +4. 1.00 1.00 1.00 ,- ;I
iIsotope Iweight ~g positionl Experiment in llf$/g P/Exp. I F/EXP.! o/EXP.1
Table 1: Comparison of Different Theories
Differences between the results of P and Fexist for the 8mall U238 samples
and for the Pu240 samples. F accounts for elastic moderation and subsequent
capture in sample or core. This gives a larger reactivity effect for U238
compared to P. For the larger 8amples this is off-set by the reduced effective
cross section caused by self-shielding of the sample. The latter effect
accounts also for the differences with Pu240.
The differences between 0 and the other two are due to two effects. First
the self-shielding that is accounted for correctly and second,the spectra
are calculated in a correct way at the different positions. The first effect
explains the differences for Fe203, the latter for Pu240 and Pu239, and
both effects together for U238.
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4.3 Discrepancies Between Theory and Experiments
The discrepancies between theory and experiment are much smaller for
the improved theory than for the other two. They are,however, still large
compared to the standard deviations. This can be caused, as we noted ~n
the introduction, by cross section errors in the data set used.
We have therefore repeated the calculations with some newer cross
section sets /6/. The set PU02RE is based on newer data for Pu239 and Pu240,
e.g. the capture cross section of Pu240 has been lowered by a factor of
two. The MOXTOT set is the PU02RE set with a reduction in the capture cross
sections of U238. The results are given in Table 2.
r-- ......_.." ...,.,~...-,....._" ,,,..._.,,,,,.,,,,,,.,....,,, ".... 1Theory/Experiment
,
g ( ·Position ~ ~ 1!Isotope Weight~ SNEAK-Set f PU02RE ~ MOXTOT/,I i
i i '~ • IIU238 60 1 i 1. 16 I 1• 13 0.951 J 11. l60 ~ 2 ~ 1.26 I - ~ 1. 10;:
r
I Ii ! -, 15 I 1 I 0.80 ! 0.80 0.72i I~ !,
f5
,
2 1.22 i I 1. 10t - If , ,I , i iI ; }Pu239 5 1 j 1.09 i .04 1.04I I , I, ~ !t 1 ,5 i 2 . 1. 19 ! 1• 12 I 1• 10! ! II
J
:pu240 3 i 1 I 1.44 0.98 0.91I ! I
I , I I3 i 2 ! 1.77 1.09 1.00
I
I I
iFe203 3 I 1 I 0.55 0.55 0 ..55I I I! 3 2 0.52 0.52 0.52i !
Table 2: Comparison of Different Data Sets
The results of the MOXTOT set are in best agreement with the experimental
data. The agreement between theory and experiment is with a few exceptions
better than 10%. In view of the variations in the calculated reactivity
effects brought about by these cross section variations it should be possible
to obtain agreement within the error limits of the experiment by adequate
data adjustments.
The exceptions are the smallest U238 sample and the Fe20) sample. There
are several explanations for the discrepancies of the U238 sample:
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The cross section of U238 should be lowered only down to 1 keV. The
calculated reactivity would then increase for this sample and to a
certain extend also that of the other U238 samples in the graphite but
not so much that of the U238 at position 2.
The accuracy of the reaction probabilities as calculated with the ZERA
code: For small samples anomalous results have been found indicating that
there is a limit on the accuracy (see appendix 2). This limit can be
checked when the theory developed in chapter two has been progrannned
for the computer.
The spectrum in the graphite is softer than calculated. This conclusion
is also reached by Böhnel and Meister /36/ on the basis of other
measurements.
The last assumption might improve the measurements at the position 2
too, since the normalisation is affected by the spectrum in the graphite.
It may be brought about by the following:
The groupwidth of the cross section sets in use is large compared to
the average lethargy gain per collison. The elastic moderation from one
group to another is therefore determined only by the number of neutrons in
the lower end of the groups. This is accounted for by condensing the groups
with a given weighting spectrum. The spectrum of SC is softer than the weighting
spectrum used for the cross section sets. The elastic moderation cross sections
will therefore be too small. An increase in the moderation cross sections
results in a softer spectrum.
The discrepancies of Fe2D3 mayaiso be explained by elastic moderation
cross sections that are too small
5. CONCLUS IONS
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Samp1e size and heterogeneity effects in heterogeneous fast reactors
with soft spectra are not accounted for correct1y with the methods present-
1y in use. It has been shown that the theory deve10ped in this study can
describe these effects qua1itative1y and to a 1arge extend also quantitative1y.
A correct description of the experiments is only possib1e if the slab
geometry of the reactor 1attice is on1y slight1y perturbed by the experimen-
tal equipment. This is achieved by the new1y devised pi1e-osci11ator element.
The fact that fue1 moves in the reactor necessitated an extension of the
inverse kientics methode
It has been demonstrated that high precision reactivity measurements
are possib1e with this equipment and methode
The discrepancies between this theory and the experiments can be
exp1ained by cross section errors. Reactivity worth experiments are thus
a powerful method for the testing of cross section data.
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APPENDIX
The time-dependent reactor equations can be written as
I) S = (I-ß)-(F+oF)St + (M+öM)St + D + Ss
where S the new source after a collision
St the old source
F+oF the fission matrix F~ nm= X.·Pf ·1.J J 1.
H+oM the scattering matrix ~ = pt;m.
1.J 1.+J
D the delayed neutrons source D = ILC.
• 1. 1.
1.
S the spontaneous source.
s
The matrices contain delay times that are the flught times of the neutrons
between the collision. They are not given explicitly here.
For a stationary reactor
2) S-FS-N'S = 0
3) S+-F+S+-M+S+ = 0
4)
The adjoint condition requires that
+ +
< YX-YFX-YMX-YX+XF Y+XM Y > = 0
where < > denotes the integral over the whole reactor and all energies
Eq. 4 holds for all functions X and Y.
If we multiply Eq, 3 wi th St and app Iy the adjoint condition we obtain
+ + +5) < S St-S FSt-S MS t > = o.
Multiplying Eq. 1 with s+ integrating over space and energy and sub-
tracting Eq. 5 we obtain
6) > + D+S
s
We define a multiplication factor so that k = I/A
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We apply to this equation the normal operations to obtain a peturbation
equation and get
8) +o = < S (A-l)(F+OF)St > +
This is an exact formulation of perturbation theory since the perturbed
sources are used.
If we substitute Eq. 8 in Eq. 6 we obtain
9) + + +< S (S-St) > = (I-A) < S (F+OF)St > - < S ,ß(F+oF)St > + D+S
s'
To trans form this formula into point kinetics we have to noramlize the source
distributions
10) s = S (t)'A(t) with the condition
o
We can now write Eq. 11
11) (A(t) - A(t-bt» • < s+S
o
> = (l-A)A(t-bt) • < S+(F+oF)S >
o
- A(t-bt) • < S+ß(F+OF)S > +D+S
o s
Where bt, the mean time between collisions for the neutrons, is bt = I/At'
Since this time in the reactor is short we can write
12) < S+ß(F+oF)S > +D+S •
o s
We define now the lifetime, the effective precursor concentration, and
the effective spontaneous source
S+S >
o
+S (F+öF)S >
o
1 <
A =-. ----.,---
At<
13)
<
~+- > < S+C. >C~ff 1 ~ 1,;. 114) 1 1= - . = • A1 At S+S S+(F+oF)S< > < >
0 0
15) I= -~t
>
>
+
< S S >
s
< S+(F+öF)S
o
>
1
A
Substitution of these definitions into Eq. 12 gives us
16)
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A(t) + reff Seff
A "L + s
If the reactor behaves 1ike a point reactor C: f f may be ca1culated1.
17) dt
s·1.
= - - A(t)A
18)
In the case of stationary fue1 is the change 1.n the precursor concentration
given by
dC.1.
-d = ß. (F+öF) S - LC. ,t 1. 1. 1.
in the case of moving fue1
19)
dC.
-d1. = ß. (F+öF) S - A.C. - (VC., V).t 1. 1. 1. 1.
The last term of Eq. 19 denotes the net 10ss of precursors by the moving fuel.
In the computer program KINE~1AT Eq. 19 is solved digitally with the
assumption that the fission rate distribution remains constant. With Eq. 14
the effective . .precursor concentrat1on 18 calculated.Then equation 16 i5
20)
solved by the inverse kinetics methode
From a reactor ca1cu1ation the value
S+(F+öF)S
+
< S (F+öF)S >
is determined; this is the statistical weight.
The precursor concentration may then be wrltten as
21)
dCJ.l
1.
-- = s· -dt 1.
F -A(t)
r n -+
+ - A.C. - (VC., V)
S A 1. 1. 1.
where ~ is the normalized precursor concentration.
1.
14ther.. becomes
22) + n< S C. > •
1.
If the reactor is stable then Eq. 16 becomes
23) k-l(- - ß)k
A
• - =
A
_Seff
s •
Since k~l/k can be measured in ~, e.g. with a :calibrated control rod,
k-I/k= p-S Eq. 23 becomes
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to compare theory and experiment.S+(F+OF)S
+
< S (F+oF)S >
S -S+
S
+
< S (F+oF)S >
24)
We need the value -"""'::'---":'---
Since the detector signal is not normalized a normalisation is made by
means of a fission rate measurement. This measurement showed that I/v fissions
per second in the central cm3 are equal to Af counts per second of the
detector.
From the effective source determination - the spontaneous source and
the reactivity of the source can be eliminated by separate measurements -
the worth of I fission neutron can be determinded
25) S+
+
< S (F+oF)S >
with the normalisation of the detector signal
26)
Thus the ratio of the norrnalisation integral and the effective delayed
neutron fraction can be determined by an effective source determination
and an absolute fission rate measurement with the same detector.
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APPENDIX 2
The Calculation of the Reaction Probabilities with the ZERA Code
The reaction probability for areaction of type x in the isotope y at
r from neutrons with the energy of group i starting at r' is given by
1)
-1
P . (r'4r) = NY(r) < aY(u) e 2 >.
x~ X 4n Ir-r' I ~
where the symbols have the meaning as defined in chapter 2. The ZERA code
calculates the reaction probabi1ities
CXl cl (00)2) pY. (r'4r) J aY (0 , r'4r) x doo=x~ x 0 c{ (0 )+00 o 0
where the aY are the inverse Stieltjes trans form of the transmission between
x
r and r' •
3)
v-l~
e
24'1fIr-r' I
CXl
..,.
aJ (0 r'4r)
x 0'
r?+ot 0
4)
r'
lY = J
r
dr" r.Y(r")
t
Wintzer uses
5)
The oY are calculated with the self-shielding factors for the homogeneous
o
medium.
The neutron balance requires that the c01lision probability for all
isotopes equals the attenuation
6)
or
7)
y
L
z=J
y
L
z=J
zohr
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The Eq. 7) is not necessarily true since the crY. are calculated in advance,Ol.
and the collision probabilities P~i are calculated according to the equations
3) and 2).
It showea that a normalisation is necessary in order to keep the neutron
balance in equilibrium.
The reaction probabilities must be normalized according to
pY • (r'-+r) .
pY. (r'-+r)
8) Xl.=Xl. normall.zed co y
J dV I z (r'-+r)Pu
0 z=1
The normalisation causes a correction up to a few percent l.n the reaction
probabilities. Theses corrections may cause large inaccuracies as we use
differences in reaction probabilities.
N_.Z z1 1 e +
°ti" 2
471" Ir'-rl
y
I
z=1
Zfy
P .(1""-+r) =ti ,-9)
In the theory of chapter 2 the condition of the neutron balance is
fulfilled. This can be shown be reorganizing the Eq. 2.6
_l!k
l.
10) crY~ +
y
zl
= NY I NZ cr •tl.
z=1 tl.
Z+Y
so that the correct attenuation is used for the different contributionsto
the reaction probability.
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